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Researchers have created a probe that glows
when it detects an enzyme associated with issues
that can lead to blood clots and strokes.
cardiovascular disease could be diagnosed
earlier with new glowing probe
The contribution of inflammation to
atherosclerosis is substantial, and is just
beginning to be understood. In this Review,
Soehnlein and Libby discuss how inflammation
promotes atherosclerosis and
targeting inflammation in atherosclerosis —
from experimental insights to the clinic
Researchers have created a probe that glows
when it detects an enzyme associated with issues
that can lead to blood clots and strokes.
new glowing probe may detect early
cardiovascular disease
Researchers say people with prediabetes have a
higher risk of heart attacks and strokes. A
healthy diet and exercise are important.
prediabetes can increase risk of
cardiovascular disease: what you can do
A reliable Global Nuclear Imaging Equipment
Market report contains market data that can be
relatively essential when it comes to dominate in
the industry or make a mark in the market as a
new emergent
nuclear imaging equipment market –
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detailed survey on key trends, leading
players & revolutionary opportunities 2027
New research from MDVIP shows that its
personalized and preventive approach to primary
care helps reduce the incidence of cardiovascular
events in at-risk patients. The study, published in
the Journal
mdvip primary care model reduces incidence
of cardiovascular events in at-risk patients
Construction work could start as early as 2026,
and once completed the plant would have the
capacity to extract tonnes of uranium a year from
seawater, where uranium reserves are believed
to be 1,000
can the ocean fuel china’s nuclear boom?
Easy removal with a beating heart without
damage to the myocardium 30 days after
implantation• Normal heart functioning 60 days
after explanation• Completely sealed operation
with dedicated implant
fineheart breaks new ground with successful
removal of the icoms flowmaker® in a 90day in-vivo trial
Heart-health supplements continue to compete
with everyday foods and pharma. Cardiovascular
diseases (CVDs) are still the leading cause of
death worldwide, according to the World Health
Organization,
heart health: finding opportunities for
supplements in a crowded field
Drug-resistant diseases such as MRSA already
kill 700,000 people around the world each year 1/3
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including 800 in Britain. But experts fear this
could surge to 10million by 2050 without action.
matt hancock warns modern medicine may
'cease to exist' without global action to fight
the rise of antibiotic-resistant superbugs
As two crunch dates approach, hopes of a
genuine breakthrough in the Iran nuclear
negotiations currently taking place in Vienna are
growing, reports Borzou Daragahi
a path back to a deal: us and iran make
serious headway on nuclear talks
In this article we will take a look at the 30
highest paying jobs with an associate’s degree in
2021. You can skip our detailed analysis of the
job industry, and go directly to the 5 Highest
Paying
30 highest paying jobs with an associate’s
degree in 2021
Rheumatic heart disease (RHD) remains a major
cause of cardiovascular disease in Africa, even as
acute rheumatic fever and RHD have become
rare
key steps could reduces cases and deaths
from rheumatic heart disease in african
union
Johnson & Johnson (NYSE: JNJ) (the Company)
today announced the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the government of Sierra Leone have
johnson & johnson joins world health
organization in efforts to prevent spread of
ebola in west africa
People with prediabetes were significantly more
likely to suffer a heart attack, stroke or other
major cardiovascular event when compared with
those who had normal blood sugar levels,
according to
prediabetes can boost a person's chance of
major cardiovascular events
After four decades of faithfully serving our
community, renowned area cardiologist and
medical educator Madhava S. Rao, M.D., has
decided to embrace a well-deserved retirement.
dr. madhava a. rao, key faculty member of
the wright center’s cardiovascular disease
fellowship program, announces retirement
The Biden administration is weighing unfreezing
$1 billion in Iranian funds that the country could
use for humanitarian relief, amid the
negotiations for the US to reenter the 2015
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nuclear deal and
us weighs unfreezing $1 billion in iranian
funds
Cancer death rates have fallen dramatically in
the United States, but factor in obesity, as
researchers did at the University of North
Carolina Gillings School of Global Public Health,
and the picture
study: obesity slows progress against cancer
deaths
In a new study led by investigators at Brigham
and Women's Hospital, the team modeled the
investment case for control of RHD in the African
Union (AU) region. Results showed the potential
to reduce
key steps could reduces cases and deaths
from rheumatic heart disease in the african
union
A new study suggests that heart disease and
obesity-associated cancer mortality rates have
continued to improve, but at a slowing pace.
obesity slows progress against cancer
deaths, study suggests
Actor Brian Blessed is talking part in a new
campaign created by the British Society for
Heart Failure (BSH), the professional association
of heart failure specialists in the UK. The
campaign,
brian blessed stars in british society for
heart failure ‘f-word’ campaign
An international team of scientists led by The
University of Manchester have discovered 179
kidney genes responsible for high blood
pressure.High blood pressure, known as “silent
killer”, is one of
‘causal’ blood pressure genes found in the
human kidney
Nine candidates with backgrounds in higher
education, state government and other
professionals will be interviewed for the
presidency of FSU.
in their own words: meet the 9 people
hoping to be next florida state university
president
Iran opened registration Tuesday for potential
candidates in the country’s June presidential
election, kicking off the race as uncertainty
looms over Tehran’s
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registration opens for hopefuls in iran’s
presidential vote
The consolidated, provisional financial data of
"Grindeks" Group show that in the first quarter
of 2021 the Group has significantly
in the first quarter of 2021 "grindeks" group
has significantly increased turnover and
profit
Farxiga has been approved by the US Food &
Drug Administration for treatment of chronic
kidney disease, AstraZeneca PLC said late
Friday. The approval of Farxiga, whose generic
name is dapagliflozin,
astrazeneca hails progress on chronic kidney
disease with us approval
Welcome to another episode of Action and
Ambition. We catch up with Leo Baranes, an
inventor, entrepreneur, and the
leo baranes eliminate risks in business
relationships
Johnson and Johnson Stocks - Johnson & Johnson
Joins World Health Organization in Efforts to
Prevent Spread of Ebola in West Africa -

johnson joins world health organization in
efforts to prevent spread of ebola in west
africa
Libtayo is the first immunotherapy to
demonstrate an improvement in overall survival
in advanced cervical cancer, as well as
progression-free survival and objective response
rate, compared to
positive phase 3 libtayo® (cemiplimab)
results in advanced cervical cancer
presented at esmo virtual plenary
Welcome to another episode of Action and
Ambition. In today’s episode, we chat with Steve
Presser, the President & CEO
steve presser helps communities achieve the
future of biotech and smart medicine
Weary Palestinians somberly marked the end of
the Muslim holy month of Ramadan on Thursday,
as Hamas and Israel traded more rockets and
airstrikes and Jewish-Arab violence raged across
Israel. The
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